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NEWS OF OUR CLIENTS

OMEGA OPS™ DAYPACK FROM FIELDLINE® TACTICAL

Whether Youʼre a Tactical Operator or a Weekend Warrior — Itʼs Ready For Duty When You Are

In the Greek alphabet, Omega stands for great or ultimate. How appropriate when you consider all of the features of the
Fieldline® Tactical Omega Ops™ Daypack — quite possibly the last tactical daypack youʼll ever need to buy.

Daypacks are a creature all its own and have unique features and requirements that speak to the operator. It has to be big
enough to carry daily gear as well as essentials for survival. It also needs to be small/narrow enough to keep you quickly
moving without impeding progress in a hot situation.

The Fieldline Tactical Omega Ops Daypack was designed as a panel loader. The U-shaped zipper of the main
compartment opens like a flap giving you full access to your most critical pieces of gear like your GPS, extra clothing or
food.  A quick reach into the main compartment will also give you access to the packʼs internal zippered mesh
compartment, perfect for housing smaller items such as keys, extra ammo and hearing protection.  The packʼs clever
fleece-lined sunglass pouch will keep shooting or sunglasses safely protected when not in use.  And, for even more gear
storage and customization, the front panel of the pack is fitted with several MOLLE attachment points.

The Fieldline Tactical Omega Ops Daypack has plenty of storage and tapes out at 19x12x7.5 inches.  More room can
equate to more weight and to ensure you can handle the load, the pack features a heavy-duty padded carry handle, side
compression straps to balance your packed gear and a yoked shoulder strap system with an adjustable sternum slider.

The Fieldline Tactical Omega Ops Daypack also incorporates a 2-liter hydration pouch with right and left Velcro®

closures to ensure youʼll have plenty of liquids on hand. Consider it your own personal, convenient and safe, emergency
hydration station.

Perfectly suited to the tactically-minded operator, the Fieldline Tactical Omega Ops Daypack is available in Coyote or
Black to aide your concealment efforts.

Because Fieldline works and plays as hard as you do, it offers a Lifetime Warranty so you can take it to the field with
confidence.  Fieldline is committed to providing high-quality packs, duffles and lifestyle accessories that are fully
guaranteed against defects in workmanship and materials for the life of the product.

To learn more about the new Fieldline Omega Ops Daypack or any of the companyʼs rugged tactical packs and
accessories, contact Fieldline at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90032 • Telephone: (800) 438-3353. Or
visit online at www.fieldline.com.  ʻLikeʼ the company on Facebook: www.facebook.com/fieldline.
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